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Bank Scandal After Bank Scandal - Enough Is Enough - Time For Action
Summary:
Aussie bank CEOs do not want their banks and staff exposed by a powerful Royal Commission. Tough
luck - since when do crooks decide whether they should be held to account?
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4 Out Of 4 Aussie Bank Heads Say "No" To A Royal Commission. Here's Why.
1. Bankers do not want the crimes they engage in exposed via a powerful Royal Commission. ie
predatory lending, unconscionable conduct, forgery, fraud, money laundering, rate rigging, drug
trafficking, farmer evictions and tragically ..... suicides.
2. Governments enrich the international banking cartel by continually increasing debt; taxing citizens
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to pay interest ..... and hiding the fact that a free population with a sovereign monetary system can
legally and constitutionally spend money into the economy to pay for such things as infrastructure.
ie we can create necessary funds debt and interest free.
3. Home buyers and businesses are victims of contract fraud when they "borrow" from a bank. The
bank does not "loan" you a cent. The promissory note and irrevocable power of attorney you sign
gives the bank the power to exploit you. Interest is charged on value that you gave the bank. It is a
financial sleight of hand which sees bank customers become victims of the Monetary Industrial
Complex.
4. A Royal Commission will see victims of the Big Four Aussie banks testify. You will see NAB victims
like Dr Barry Landa, Faye Andrews, Rita Troiani & Erika Biritz tell their horrific stories of being
deliberately stripped of millions of dollars by crooked bankers, lawyers and liquidators. You'll also
see victims of CBA/Bankwest and ANZ/Landmark/Timbercorp lining up to tell their own stories. A
powerful Royal Commission will also have bank CEOs and Directors investigated and held
accountable.
That's why the bankers do not want a Royal Commission. There are also many politicians and Judges
with skeletons in the closet regarding their own banking and business dealings. We don't care what
these colourful characters want. We want a fair go for all Australians .... and genuine bank reform is
the best way to make it happen.
Guys we have to get active ... Monetary Madness is killing our country. Support the Bank Reform
Now campaign. Participate as much as you can. Your contributions are very important to us. For
more info about how you can help visit our Home Page.
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